1. Walk around a dog, never over a dog.

2. Let the grownups handle removing a dog from a situation.

3. If a dog is chasing you, stop, fold your arms, and become the most boring thing in the environment.

4. Avoid rough-housing around a dog who is not confined or tethered.

5. Avoid jumping around a dog who is not confined or tethered.

6. Avoid running around a dog who is not confined or tethered.

7. Never rough-house with a dog.

8. Avoid being alone with a dog.


10. Sit at the table when eating your snack.

11. Don’t pull on a dog’s tail, ears, or mouth.

12. Always be polite to a dog.

13. A dog’s crate and/or designated safe space is off limits.


15. Never pet a dog through a fence or crate.